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CSM 2018 Research Award Winners

Pictured: Rachel Hibbert, Jason Miller, Mary O’Brien, Katelyn Vala, LeShell Washington, Jazmine Cooper, Lukas Heffron, Corrine Boyce & Michael Cohen

Not Pictured: Jeenal Shah, Stephanie Balbuena, Joshua Carlson, Brittni Malinowski, Abigail Solomon, Jonathan Godwin, Joshua Kovich & Dane Hopkins
Anthropology & Sociology 2018 Award Winners

Elizabeth Strauss & Tyler Walton
Biology 2018 Awards

Pictured: Racquel Campbell, Nathan Midgley, Sapana Gupta & Rachel Hibbert
Not Pictured: Lauren Gendall, Alyssa Harvey, Jared Kline & Benjamin Caviston
Chemistry 2018 Awards

Pictured: David Mastrippolito, Pable Delis, Madison Long, Alexandra Sterner

Not Pictured: Steven Huss, Gabrielle Sawick, Bret Unger, Sarah Szakas
CSM 2018 Outstanding Student Awards


Outstanding Student Award Winner: LeShell Washington
Computer Science 2018 Awards

Pictured: Steven Massaro, Shereen Majeeth, Brittney Walsh-Piwowarski, Brian Chang, Anthony Bias, Jake Kuntz & Kevin Kindle – Not Pictured: Larisa Hursh, Gefry Solaman, James Daugherty, Sourabh Satapathy, Kevin Hennessey, & Timothy Hess
Earth & Space Sciences 2018 Awards

Pictured: Dominica DeFelice, Michael Cohen, Jessica Sweinhart, Lesmes Jerez, Jennifer Castaldi & Alec Roccaro – Not Pictured: Jeremy Bruce, Jacob Mann, Dane Hopkins & Brad Foltz
Mathematics 2018 Awards

Physics 2018 Awards

Pictured: Heather Agentovich, Paulo Castro & Eric Herrmann – Not Pictured: Gabriel Seymour, Rebeka Yocum, Olivia Harris, Amy Price Smock, Abbas Husain, Benjamin Roe, Rebeka Silar
CSM 2018 Awards

Pictured: Alyssa Allen, Weston Bainbridge, Alyssa Adinolfi & Madison Moore – Not Pictured: Haley Buckner, Olivia Cunningham, Katherine Eck & Vishal Forde
Political Science 2018 Award

Tyler Bornstad, Christopher Grab, Luke Kisiel, Nayeli Lua, Alicia Millsapauh, Paige Ridings, & Danielle Sinn
Psychology 2018 Awards

Pictured: Kelsey Blum, Jennifer Flannery, Sarah Joyce, Daneé McNatt, Lauren Moss, Sophia Pazmino, Nora Rao-McKennedy, Mariama Quist, Katelyn Vala, LeShell Washington & Justine Perch
Psychology 2018 Awards